To the CEO - City of BusseIton
My name is Louisa Bateman [ Manager and Proprietor of Paradise Motor Inn]. I am compelled to bring to your
attention an unsafe and hazardous situation, within the BusseIton CBD, related to road traffic in a busy
thoroughfare.
For the past two years, I have been managing the motel in Pries Avenue BusseIton. During this time, I have
witnessed numerous traffic related incidences caused by vehicles parking on the west side of the road in Pries
Ave — in what appears to be an undesignated or uncontrolled parking area. The hazards and subsequent unsafe
position these parked vehicles create for other road users and pedestrians is a constant every day issue.
The first unsafe situation created is obstruction to vision: when the driver of a vehicle is attempting to exit a drive
way in Pries Ave, vision of oncoming traffic is obscured up to 100% depending on the quantity and / or types of
vehicles parked next to the verge [ see attached diagram A]; it is not uncommon to have vehicles parked bumper
to bumper, day or night, along the entire length of the road; as a result, the driver exiting the drive way has no
choice but to enter the road not knowing if there is oncoming traffic or not. After being personally involved in a
near miss incident whilst I was exiting the motels drive way, I fully understand why motel guests have asked me
to guide them out of the drive way and onto the road because they feel unsafe; in addition, I have witnessed the
drivers and passengers from the very vehicles parking on the road outside the motel, being involved in near miss vehicle to person contact; these situations happen all too often.
The second hazard created is the obstruction to traffic flow. depending on what type of vehicle is parked on the
road, how far that vehicle is parked from the verge, and how the vehicles opposite in the marked car bays are
parked, has resulted in the usable road width for two-way traffic being reduced to 3.5 —4.0 metres wide [ see
attached diagram B]. This is clearly inadequate for a busy thoroughfare. A common scenario is two vehicles
approaching each other cannot proceed until one stops to let the other through; the situation is even worse when
bus's or heavy vehicles are using the road — everything comes to a standstill. Also, the vehicles backing out of
the marked parking bays don't have enough room to back out and often make vehicle on vehicle contact with
whatever is parked behind them.
The bottom line is the current situation is both unsafe and unacceptable. It is also unnecessary for the fact there
is ample parking in the Peel Terrace car park [ directly opposite Pries Ave]. Because of no prohibitive parking
signage on the west side of Pries Ave, there has been a 'free for all' attitude, and a lack of consideration, in terms
of how and where certain drivers are parking their vehicles.
I believe the best way to eliminate the above hazards would be simply to make the entire length of the west side
of Pries Ave a no parking / standing zone. This would enable drivers entering and travelling on this road to have
clear vision of each other, end the daily traffic incidences, and eliminate the associated hazards to the busy
pedestrian traffic that frequent this thoroughfare.
In the interests of safety, I am asking the council to elect that parking in the above-mentioned area be prohibited
and that the appropriate sign - age be installed to enforce it. For your consideration.

Kind Regards
Louisa Bateman
Manager
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Paradise Motor Inn
6 Pries Ave
Busselton WA 6280
P: (08) 9752 1200
F: (08) 9754 1348
E: paradisemotorinn@bigpond.com
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